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To date, no scholarly articles have been published concerning Karel 
Husa's AlFresco for concert band (1975). This thesis will demonstrate 
how Husa has achieved coherence by strongly binding his structural and 
motivic material. His foundation for this binding are the intervals of 
the second and the third. 
FORM 
The main body of the work (that portion between the introduction 
and the coda) is clearly sectional. These sections have two distinct 
moods. One is "vigorous," characterized by brilliant timbres, loud 
dynamics, full scoring, and staccato rhythms. The other is "lyrical," 
distinguished by mellow timbres, moderate dynamics, sparse scoring, and 
legato lines. A rondo-like structure is effected by the alternation of 
these two moods, while the motivic material is always the same. 
In the main body the rhythmic drive never stops, as even in the 
lyrical sections there is always eighth-note motion. Only in the intro-
duction and coda is there a feeling of rhythmic stasis, a result of the 
sustained pedal, the slower tempo, and the absence (or in the case of 
the coda, the gradual dissolution) of the eighth-note motion. This is 
what distinguishes these two sections from the rest of the piece. 
The allegro risoluto beginning at m. 37 is expository in that it 
presents and works out the various incarnations of the principal motive. 
The section beginning with the cantabile oboe melody at m. 89 provides a 


















